RESOLUTION

concerning

THE GUARANTEE OF FRESHMAN ADMISSION INTO ANY UNIVERSITY OF THE
CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM FOR GRADUATES OF A CSU-CONN:CAP

PROGRAM

December 2, 1994

WHEREAS, Board Resolution #88-137 guarantees freshman admission into any university of the Connecticut State University system for graduates of the Connecticut Collegiate Awareness and Preparation (CONN:CAP) Program at Central Connecticut State University in recognition of that program's role in the CSU mission of access, and

WHEREAS, Such guarantee does not take into account the individual circumstances of those CONN:CAP graduates who may need further preparation in order to have a reasonable chance of success in college, and

WHEREAS, It is generally recognized that CONN:CAP program directors have a responsibility in advising students for the ultimate goal of collegiate success and consequently are in the best position to assess if such success is reasonably possible at receiving institutions, and

WHEREAS, Eastern Connecticut State University has been granted a CONN:CAP program similar to the CCSU-CONN:CAP, therefore be it

RESOLVED: That the guarantee of freshman admission is extended to graduates of the CONN:CAP program at Eastern Connecticut State University and any subsequent CSU University that may be granted a CONN:CAP program, and be it further

RESOLVED: That the guarantee of freshman admission into any university that comprises CSU shall henceforth be based on (1) successful graduation from the CSU-CONN:CAP program, and (2) the written recommendation of the sending CSU-CONN:CAP program director.
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